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sq!uare, or equivalently, every free module has unique rank). Let US see how close 
these three necessary conditions come to being sufficient. Consider those rings with 
IEI;N over which every flat module is a directed union of free submodules: where tire 
global dimension is 0 these are precisely the skew fields; where the global dimen- 
sion is 1 these are precisely the semifirs that are not skew fields, and by Cohn’s 
Theorem [lo] these are all Sylvester domains; where the weak global dimension is 
2 the rings can fail to be Sylvester domains, as will be shown in Section 6 by 
examples provided by G.M. Bergman. Thus the problem is to determine which 
rings of weak global dimension 2 arc Sylvester domains. 
To decide whether a OK-sided Ore domain has a rank-preserving homomor- 
phism to a skew field it su rfices to consider the usual skew field of (left or right) 
fractions. We show in Sect’g n 2 that a two-sided Ore domain is a Sylvester domain 
if [and only if) the weak g lobal dimension is at most 2 and every flat module is a 
directed union of free suk inodules. This gives an answer to the problem raised by 
G.M. Bergman [4, p.. 1501, 18, Exercise X5.12”] of characterizing commutative 
Sylvester dcmains. In Section 3 we deduce that a right coherent two-sided Ore 
domain is a Sylvester domain if (and only if) it is projective-free and has weak 
global dimension at most 2. This generalizes the main result of [3]. In Section 4 we 
briefly discuss ome commutative Sylvester domains. 
The immediate xample of a ring satisfying the conditions of the Bedoya-Lewin 
result is the polynomial ring in one indeterminate over a principal ideal domain, 
since this is Noetherian of global dimension at most 2 and projective-free. The 
latter fact is Seshadri’s Theorem [18] and the fascinating aspect here is that an 
analysis of Seshadri’s proof uncovers a rank-preserving homomorphism. Although 
a rank-preserving homomorphism was to be expected, and gives no information 
beyond the fact that projectives are free, the extension of Seshadri’s argument o 
free algebras over a principal ideal domain, cf. [2, p. 2123, does give new informa- 
tion and enables us to show, in Section 5, that such free algebras are Sylvester 
domains. Besides providing further interesting examples of Sylvester domains, such 
as all free rings, this has applications to free radical rings in Appendix II. 
In Section 6 it is proved that the coproduct of Sylvester domains amalgamating a 
skew field is again a Sylvester domain. This is quite a natural result in light of the 
Icact hat interest in rank-preserving homomorphisms to skew fields developed (via 
semifirs) from Cohn’s investigation of the coproduct of skew fields amalzarnating a
skew field. 
Appendix I consists of some work of G.M. Bergman related to Sylvester’s law of 
nullity. His results for examp’e give a surprising connection between hitely 
generated projectives and mappings to skew fields, for (semi) hereditary rings. 
This article evolved from e of the authors (EDS) obtaining, independently of 
[3], the main result of [3]* gested the statements and proofs in 
ot rrie 30 e ot 
results. 
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We are grateful to GM. Bergman for !lis permission to include Appendix I, and 
we thank him and P.M. Cohn for their commentb, from which this WOL has greatly 
benefitted. 
1. A chscacterizatba of Syhester domains 
We begin by recalling the essential result of Cohn 18, Chapter Lif, referring the 
reader to [8] or [ 161 for a proof. 
Given a ring R and a homomorphism from R to a skew field, we can form the set 
P of all square matrices over R that are mapped to sir gular matrices over the skew 
field. This set P is easily seen to have the following properties: 
(1) The 1 x 1 matrix (1) is not in 1’. 
(2) For any square matrices A, B their diagonal urn ($ g) is in P if and only 
if A or B is in P. 
(3) For any matrix A and columns b, c if (A b), (A c) are square matrices 
that belong to P, then (A b + c) is in P. Sim harly for columns in positions 
other than the last. Similarly for rows. 
(4) Every non-full square matrix is in ip, 
where a square matrix is called full if its inner rank eq.uaIs its order, and non-full 
otherwise. 
Over a ring R, a set of square matrices atisfying (l)-(4) is called a prime matrix 
ideal. Given a prime matrix ideal P over R we can consider the homomorphism 
R + Rp which is universal with the property that each square matrix over R that is 
not in P becomes invertible over Rp. What Cohn has proved [g, Theorems 7.5.3, 
7.2.21 is that Rp is a local ring, and that each element of P remains noninvertible 
over Rp. Thus if we write R# to denote the residue skew field of Wp, then P is 
precisely the set of those square matrices that are mapped to singular matrices over 
RpIP. It follows that there is a bijective correspondence between the set of prime 
matrix ideals, P, and the set of (the usual equivalence c asses of) ring epimorphisms, 
R + Rp/P, from R ta skew 
A homomorphism from to a skew fieId is cahed lislly-inuerting if the im*lge of 
each full matrix is invertible. By Co n’s Theorem a5 a f~l~y-i~vert~ng 
homomorphism to a s ew field if and only if t 
prime matrix ideal over R. This is clearly the 
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(6) 
(7) 
The diagDna1 sum of square full matrices is full. 
If(A @,(A ) c are square non-full matrices, then (A b + c) is non-full, 
and similarly for rows. 
These rather technical conditions will be used in the proof of the main result of 
this section. We will also need the following result that has proved extremely useful 
on many occasions, cf. [8, 101. An m x n matrix is leftfd if its inner rank is m. 
Lemma 1 (Cohn). If ,,d is a left full matrix that does not remain left full when the first 
column is deleted then thert is a factorization 
(8) A=B :, ; 
( ) 
where B is square : xi C’ hI .s one less row and column than A. When this happens B is 
fuU and C k L?fi ‘A!. 
Proof. SayAism~~ra,andwriteA=(dD)wheredism~l,Cism~n-l,not 
leftfull.ThenD=ECwhereEism~m-1,Cism-1~n-1.Now 
A = (d /--;,j = (d E)(; ;) 
is the desired factorization. It is clear from (8) that if B is not full or C is not left full 
then A is not left full. 
The following result, abstracted from [lo, Theorem 21, will enable us to show 
that every fully-inverting homomorphism to a skew field is rank-preserving. 
1Proposition 2. If R is a ring such thut the set of full matrices ooer R is closed under 
products (where defined) and diagonal sums, then the inner rank of a matrix otter R is 
4e maximum of the orders of its full submatrices. 
Proof. Without loss of generality R is nonzero. Let A be an m X n matrix of inner 
rank r, say A = BC is a minimal factorization (that is, B is m x r, C IS r X n). The 
proof that A has a full r x r submatrix (clearly the largest possible) will be by 
induction on n + m. Since the product of two full matrices is again full by assump- 
tion, it suffices to show that B, C have full r x r submatrices, and by symmetry it 
s~fices to consider C. Now C is left full, and if it remains eft full when the first 
coluhmn is deleted then the induction hypothesis guarantees that the truncated 
a 1 there is a 
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diagonal sum of, full matrices is full, (A z) has a full r x r submatrix. Now the product 
with D is the desired I x r full submatrix of C. 
Let us now introduce the rings that will turn out to have a rank-preserving 
homomorphism to a skew field. A nonzero ring R is called a ~~4~s~ Lrlomaiit f it 
satisfies ~y~@~$~e~?f iaW (_)f &gq : 
(9) If A is an m X n, and B an n X s matrix over R, then 
&W~~(A)+&V-n* 
where p denotes the inner rank. For n = 1 this says that R has no proper 
zerodivisors. 
Examples (i) (Sylvester [191) A field is a Sylvester 
(ii) (Cohn [8, Proposition 55.51) A semifir is a Sylvester domain. (Bergman 
remarks that “sylvester” meaning ‘&of the foresti’ is a very appropriate name for a 
generalization of “fir”.) 
It is more practical to have Sylvester’s law of nulliLy expressed in the following 
apparently weaker form: 
If A is an m x n, and B an n x s matrix over R such that AB = 0 then 
n ap(A)+p(B). 
Clearly (9) implies (lOl_ and to see t)le Converse sunnose that C is an m x ?z a_m_d D -/I ---- -- - ---- --I-r--- 
an n x s matrix over R and let EF be a minimal factorization of CD. Taking 
A=(C E),B=(_“,) 
we p.sm annlv (101 nnd the conclucinn in r3 +ntPlX>nfA\+nn(R\ since the nrlmhet ..w __.I _&wF’J \‘Y, VS._ w--w ~-r..~.~Y.I.I .I . . . p \‘T’- , ;cr ,’ ‘, . r ,- , ..* _-__ _--_ ____-____ 
of columns of A is n -* g(C..) by choice of E, F. Now p(A)+p(B)ap(C)+p(D) is 
clear, so (9) is verified. 
Let us now prove the following consequences of Sylvester’s law of nullity: 
For any matrices A, B over a Sylvester domain 
avIe the same nu 
B C)=p(A). 
y write 
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where the number af columns of X is p(t g). Now XY’ = 0 so by (10) we have 
which proves (11). To see (12), partition minimal factorizations of (A R), (A C), 
- *- -is say (A Bj=D(E E), (A Cj=F(G o’j, and A=&‘@?=pG are mhimai 
factorizations of A. Thus the number of columns of (D F) is 2p(A) and 
so by (10) we have 
=p(A)+p .4). 
It follows that p(D F) = p ‘A), say (D F) = H(J K) where the number of columns 
of W is p(D F)=p(A). Then 
(A B C)= (DE DE’ FG’)= (HJE HJE’ HKG’) 
= H(J”._S JE’ KG’) 
which shows p(A B C) is at r-lost the number, p(A), of columns of H. This proves 
(12) . 
Let us digress briefly to recall why semifirs are Sylvester domains. One of the 
characterizations of semifirs is that they are the nanzero rings which have the 
following property: 
/I e\ 
\I31 if AB=^ 
--__- __ u then there exists an invertible square matrix U such that 
AU = (C 0), U-‘B = ($), and the product of these is “trivially” zero, 
3. For any ring R the following are equivalent: 
(i) The set of non-full matrices over R is a Drime matrix ideal. 
(ii) R has a fully-inverting homomorphism ;o a skew field. 
(iii) R has a rank-preserving homomorphism to a skew field. 
(iv) R is a Sylvester domain. 
diagonal sums, since th 
n-%.Now 
has inner 
for r0ws. 
By symmetq? i the %naiagQus result h&ds 
The proof of (ii)* (iii) above is similar to Cohn% proof [ 101 that a semifir has a 
rank-preserving homomorphism to a skew field; the prmf af (iv)* (i) is an exten- 
sion of Cohn’s proof [8] @at a semifir has a fully-inverting hcmomorphism to a 
skew field. 
In [8, Theorem US] Cohn shows that if R is a Sylvester domain and P is the set 
of non-full square matrices over R then the Cal ring is already a skew field. Let 
us now use a proof similar ta Cohn’s to get a generalization that will be used in b?h 
Appendix 1[ and Appendix II. The: statement is rather complicated since it has been 
set up to apply to two quite different situations. 
We recall the falta Xl]: Rx any set G af matrices over a 
ring R there is a omarphism R 3 RX which is univers 
with the property that the image of each ehzment sf 
whenever A, B E 2 then 
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(13 Each square matrix over S that is a left factor of the image of some 
becomes invertible over 
(16) Each square matrix over R that is full over S remains full over T. 
Then Rs + T is an embedding. 
In applications S will be either R or Rx, and (14), (15) will be readily verifiable. For 
example, suppose P is a prime matrix ideal and 2 is the set of square matrices not in 
P, so Rz = Rp. If we take E = Rx then, as this is a local ring, (14), (15) are clearly 
,,r:,C...J TL.-.a. l e..lrfi A-.-, '7 D ID +hcn ,w.r\.wmc4+:firr cln.,e +L,,t ;F ,a.amnt. cm,.,ae.rO mc,t..;v 
sa11s11cx.l. 11 ;-t; lill(,C 1lUW 1 = np/ r u1G pluyua~~~u~~ 3ay3 ~18at. 11 Gab.11 ~yuaib iilabi IA 
over R that does not become invertible over Rp becomes non-full, then Rp is 
already a skew field (an - conversely). This obviously applies to the above 
mentioned case dealt with by Cohn where every element of P is already non-full 
over _R 
Let r be an element of R,: that is mapped to zero in T. By 
the remarks preceding the statement of the proposition, there is, for some integer n, 
an n x n matrix A E C and an equation Ax +a = 0 over Rx with a E “R, 
-- 
xi = F for some i, say i = 1. Here, and throughout the proof, we use the same sydmi 
to denote an element and its image; for this to be meaningful it is necessary to 
specify the ring where the image is being considered. In R, partition A = (aI A 1) 
where a 1 is the first column of A, and write A* = (a 1 a A 1). Then in Rx, A* left 
.-%rr-:LN:1r\*fir. +Lr. rnrrn-rA"A AL/.. 1 \ c:,.., 
clIIIIIIIIIclLC3 Lilt; 11dllqJU3G u1 [Al 1 x2 . . . X& 3lIILG Xl (= "' r) is assiiiixd to imp 
to 0 in T, (a Al) becomes non-full over T, and hence is already non-full over S by 
(16). Since A EC, A and hence A* is left full over S by (14); but we have seen that A* 
es not remain left full over S when the first column is deleted. Hence by Lemma 1 
___ere is a factorization 
il s 
t 
The problem remains that Theorem 3 is not readily applicable even in the 
commutative case, and it would be useful to have a c aracterization as ~o~v~~~e~t 
edoya-Lewin result. An approach that turns out to be il~uminatin 
consider the class of rings whose full on-zerodivisors. Clea 
class contains the class of all Sylvester or example these two classes 
have the same intersection with the class of all domains with a one-sided 
condition, since over such domains the matrices that e non-zerodivisors are 
ones that become invertible in the usual skew field of ctions. 
To make the statement of the next result more ‘! anagea 
following terminology. A module will be called sp 
subset lies in a submodule generated by fewer ele 
subset has n elements then it lie n an n - 1 gener 
the weaker property of being a irected union of 
locally-free. A module is said to have local-rank n if n is the least integer such that 
any finite subset lies in an n-generator submodule. Fo e, the local-rank of a 
finitely generated module is the minimum number of enerators. Another example 
is that of a locally-cyclic module, such as the field of fr ctions of an integral domain, 
which has local-rank 1. 
Recall that for a ring R the right annihilator of a s ’ is the set of all 
y E “R such that xy = 0 for all x E X. The left annih tar of a subset Y of m 
defined dually. By the right annihilator of a matrix /I, we mean t e right annihilator 
of the set of rows of A, and dually for the left amihilator of /I. If the rig 
annihilator of A is 0 then A is said to be right regular9 and ually for left regular. 
A is left and right regular it is said to be regular cm a non-zerodivisor. 
Theorem 5. Fur any r&g R the f~~lowing are equivalent : 
(i) Every fair matrix is left regular. 
(ii) Every left f~Z~ matrix is Zeft reguiar. 
(iii) Every fr?e left module is spaciaL 
(iv) Every flat left module is spacia 
s Pot ess e 
!erigth of a. 
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full, ~0 left regular by (i), and C is left full so left regular by the induction 
hypothesis. As a product of left regular matrices, A is then ieft regular. 
(ii) + (iv). Let M be a flat left R-module. Any finite dependent subset of M can 
be arranged to form a column, say X E “M, and by dependence there is a nonzero 
A E R” such that AX = 0. By flatness this comes from an R-relation, say AB = 
ii, x = 
n-7 ___I_ __ n a_ ___ ._ \* -__ -_-I._!__ --_-- n --_A tr_rnafl fi-----_- ___ of__-_ n z_ 
D I wnere D 1s an n fi m matrix wver K anu r E fM, ror some m. 3mcc: D 1s 
not left regular it is not left full, by (ii). Say B = CD where C is n :< n - 1 and D is 
n - 1 x m. Thus X = BY = C(DY) and the elements of X lie in the n - 1 generator 
submodule of A4 generated by the entries of DY. This proves that M is spatial. 
(iv) + (iii) ;c nhv;mxc .u “V r I”WO. 
(iii) + (ii), since each of ?jne following statements implies the next. Every free left 
R-module is spatial. For ev ery m, n any set of m dependent elements of R” lies in 
an m - 1 generator submoJule. For every m, n any m X n matrix that is not left 
regular is the product of ar I z X m - 1 and an m - 1 x n matrix. Every matrix that is 
not left regular is not left f 111. Every left full matrix is left regular. 
(Alternatively we coul(i have proved (ii) CII (iii) by this argument, and proved 
(iii) 3 (iv) (hence (iii)e (iv )) by using the fact that a flat module is a direct limit of 
free modules [15], and a direct limit of spatial modules is spatial. The approach 
used actually proves the small pal t of Lazard’s argument hat we really need.) 
(ii) e (v). Let A be a nonzero in x n matrix. Any finite set of columns in the right 
annihilator of A can be arra ,:ged to form a matrix B such that AB = 0. Now for any 
minimal factorization B = C.., D is left full so left regular by (ii) so AC = 0. Thus C 
is not left regular so by (ii) is not left full. It follows that C has at most n - 1 
coiumns. Now the coiumns of R = CD iie in the submoduie (of the right annihiiator 
of A) genkrated by the columns of C, which shows that the right annihilator of A 
has local-rank at most n - 1. 
(v) * (vi) is clear. 
/w;\+ /;\ 1 nt A La ati ,a Y m matr;v ati,4 PI,..~./\E~ thnt - A 
Lv'J- \'I* bbb A ub aI1 IC A fc u1aum aIlu Juyyv3c cuak un =O fGiSGii?e TiOiiZfZG 
CGR”. ‘r’hen the columns of A lie in the right annihilator of CY, which has local- 
rank less than n. Then the columns of A lie in an n - 1 generator submodule of “R, so 
A is not full. 
Assume now that (i)-(vi) hold and that Q!: M -+ IV is a homomorDhism between r _-_t___  _ _ . . _ ___ 
spatial right R-modules. Any finite dependent subset of Ker cy can be arranged to 
form a row, say X E (Ker (u)“. Factor X = YA with Y EM”, A E ‘R” and r minimal. 
Then A has inner rank r (so is left regular), and since M is spatial r < t?z and the 
elements of Y are independent. Now CX( Y)E IV’ and again there is a factorization 
cy (I’) = 23 where the elements of 2 are independent. Then 
O=a(X)=a(YA)=a(Y)A :=ZBA. 
ee Z is independent and A is left regular it follows that % = 0 so cy (Y) = 
er cw)’ which proves t 
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Thus we have a substantial number of conditions equivalent o every full matrix 
being regular; we leave the formulation of these to the interested reader, and for 
now only record the following corollary. 
Theorem 6. If R is a Sylvester domain then R has weak giubal dimension at most 2, 
and every flat R-module is iocnliy-free. 
Proof. Over a Sylvester domain every full matrix is regular, so the conditions of 
T eorem 5, and their duals, hold, so every flat module is spatial, hence locally free, 
aqd the kernel of any homomorphism between spatial modules is spatial, which 
says that the kernel of any homomorphism between fiat modules is flat. Thus the 
weak global dimension is at most 2. 
Together with the obvious fact that Sylvester domains have IBN, this shows that 
Sylvester domains are projective-free. 
In Section 6 we will see examples that illustrate the cistinctions between being a 
Sylvester domain, having every full matrix regular, and laving every full matrix left 
regular. These examples will show in particular that the converse of Theorem 6 can 
fail in an interesting way. 
Now let us observe that the converse of Theorem 6 holds for two-sided Ore 
domains. 
Theorem 7. For ,qn y two-sided Ore domain R the following are equivalent: 
(i) R is a Sylvester domain. 
(ii) The weok global dimension of R is at most 2 and every flat right R-module is 
locally-free. 
(iii) The right annihilator qf every matrix is locally-free. 
(iv) The right annihilator of every row vectur is locally-free. 
(v) Every full matrix is left regular. 
These statements are further equivalent to their left-right duals. 
Proof. \i) + (ii) 3 (iii) _?r (iv) for any ring R. 
(iv) I (v) for any right Ore domain R. Let K denote the skew field of right 
fractions, and let a be a nonzero row vector of length n ovel- R. If the right 
annihilator of CY contains n ri ents, then these are right 
K-independent and this is impossible since cy is nonzero. So the right annihilator 
of a does not contain n right R-independ is locally-free by (iv), 
it has local-ran 
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It seems worthwhile at this point to record the folio 
above arguments (and also implicit in [3]) which provides a 
matrices that -annot have the same inner rank. over 
containing R. Suppose that some left R-module M 
If M has projective dimension at least 3, or more generally, if the Lcrn 
not free, then A1 cannot be written A1 = BC where 
regular. For if it can, thl: rl as B is right regular th 
generate, the left annihil; tor of Ao; and as C is lef 
R-independent. Thus the kernel of A0 is free, a con 
a field, the Koszul resole tl In for the ring R = k[x, y, z] i 
and if bases are chosen 3ne obtains matrices, for example 
(Y 2 x)9 
(-: -p _$ (:) 
and the middle matrix is full, cf [3]. 
3. Coherence and duality 
Recall that for any ring R the dual of a left R-module 
M* = HomR(M, R), and the dual of a right R-m 
If M is a finitely presented left R-module, say 
is exact, then 
is again exact. This permits us to use the con 
module” and “right annihilator of a matrix” 
It is somewhat surprising that the 
viewed as Bass’s Global Dimension 
P, ir i uiv 
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. (i) e (ii). Using right coherence in the fo 
IS equivalent o the dual of every finitely pres 
presented and flat, which is equivalent o (ii). 
(i) =$ (iii). Observe that for any right R-module MT there is a presentation El + 
F0 + A4 + 0 where PTr, F0 are free right R-modules. Dualizing gives M* as the 
kernel of a homomorphism Fg +F 7 between modules that are Aat by (20), and 
Fence M* is flat, since the weak global dimension is at most 2. 
(iii) =+ (i) since (iii) implies right coherence in the form (20), and implies weak 
global dimension at most 2 ; by the left-right dual of lemma 8. 0 
0ur purpose in obtaining this proposition is to apply it to the Ore case although 
there are some interesting qi atements that can be made by combining Proposition 
heorem 5, and their d ials. For example the following are equivalent for any 
ring R: 
(22) R is left and righ( coherent and every full matrix is regular. 
(23) The right annihilator of every nonzero row vector Q) is free of rank less 
than the length of CK, and dually for column vectors. 
(24) The right annihilator of every nonzero matrix A is free of rank less than 
the number of colurrns of A, and dually for the left annihilator. 
Let us note one close connection between right coherence and full matrices that is 
not yet immediate from our results: It is apparent from Chase’s arguments [7] that a 
ring R is right coherent if and only if for any matrix A, say m x n and right infinite 
matrix i3, say n x y, if AB = 0 then there is a matrix C and a right infinite matrix 1) 
such that AC = 0, B = CD. Extending xhe notion of left full to right infinite 
matrices we see that R is right coherent and every full matrix is lefr regular if and 
only if every left full (possibly right inf?nite) matrix is left regular. To some extent 
this explains why coherence is a natural property to impose on Sylvester domains. 
y putting in right coherence we gist the following natural consequence of 
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For rings with weak global dimension at most 1 the s~tuat~o 
forward, even in t e non-commutative case. 
For any ring R of weak global da’ ensior? at most 1 
equivalent: 
(i) R is a semifir. 
(ii) R is a Sylvester domain. 
(iii) R is right coherent projective-free. 
If further R is commutative, these are equivalent to 
(iv) R is a projective-free integral domain. 
(i) + (ii) is Cohn’s Theorem, cf. (13), and (ii) + (i) by Theorem 6. 
iii) is clear, and (iii) ~3 (i) holds for if every fnitcly generat 
finitely related flat then it is projective and hence free of unique r 
is a projective-free integral domain t 
tegral domain every 
follows that R is a se 
domains are characterized by bei 
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ideal such that the ideals mM, m E form a chain under inclusion. Then th,2 
fofio wing are equivalent : 
(i) R is a Sylvester domain. 
has weak gfobal dimension at most 2. 
is flat as R-module. 
(iv) M is idempotent or principal. 
(v) M is locally-cyclic as R-module. 
Examples of rings R with t e given property pan be constructed as follows: Let V 
be a valuation ring, M an :rbitrary ideal of V, and R 13 subring of V that is the 
preimage of a subfield R/Ik of V/M. Then R is local, and the ideals mM form a 
chain under inclusion. (Noti+e that if M is nonzero and R/M is a proper subfield of 
V/M then R is not a vah tion ring, so has weak global dimension at least 2.) 
Conversely, every such R rises this way, since the conductor of M in the field of 
fractions of R is a valuatio 1 ring, as can be easily verifiedl. 
core . (i) ..+ (ii) is clear. Observe that (i)-(v) are all true if R is a 
atron rmg, so we may assume that R is not a valuation ring, so there exist 
incomparable principal ideals aR, bR. By symmetry we may assume bM 3 aM SO 
=) aR n bR _a aM, and a:; aM is a maximal submodule of aR, GR A bR = aM 
ce the kernel of (ER 63 bR + R, (ax, by)Max -by may be identified with 
n bR, we have an exact seqrence 0 + aM + aR @ bR + R. With this available we 
can proceed with the next two steps of the proof. 
(ii j + (iii). 3f R has weak global dimension at most 2 then aM, and hence M, is 
flat. 
(iii) * (iv). If A4 is flat as 
is finitely generated; and conversely, if 
description of right annihilators of row 
sfied and so R is cob 
= mM tor some m E 
follows that the coherent S 
valuation rings. Thus if 
and Rf M a proper subfi 
Another source of noncoherent Sylvester do 
king factors. Write & for the ring ob 
and R = B +xB&] for the subring of &[x] consist 
constant term lies in B. Such a ring need not 
bR n xl? is the directed union of the ideals (bx/s) 
of b in S, and this need not be finitely generated. 
the complement of a nonmaximal prime ideal 
Now R is the direct limit of the directed sys 
of the form P[x]. This 
direct limit is again a 
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K(X) such that BU-‘, UC have entries in R(X); it is then immediate that 
R(X) + K(X) is rank-preserving. 
By multiplying C and dividing B by elements of S, we may transform the 
factorization to the form A = s-‘BC where B, C have entries in R(X) and s is a 
product of elements of S. If s is the empty product we are finished, so’we may 
assume that s = it where p is an element of S and t is a shorter product of elements 
of S. Denote the field R/pR by k, and the homomorphism R(X)+ k(X) by f-E 
Then &? = 0. By [.S, Theorem 1.3.11 and the proof of [8, Theorem 2.2.41 there is a 
matrix u over k(X) that is a product of matrices that iffer from the identity matrix 
by one off-diagonal entry, st.ch that 
Bp-1 =@1 O), DC= i2. i 1 
Lifting u back to a produc U of elementary matrices over R(X) we can express 
this as 
BP =(BI Bzl”), 
Thus we have transformed s-‘BC to 
s-'@I ( PC1 * B2p) c ), 2 
which can be further transformed to 
s-‘(BIP 
Cl 
B2p) c ( 1 2 
which is of the form t-‘B’C’ where B’, C’ have entries in R(X) and t is shorter 
than s. Continuing in this way eventually trcnsforms the factorization to R(X). 
To see why this argument gives aeshadri’s Theorem the reader can consult 
Appendix I, which discusses inner rank and finitely generated projectives, cf. 
Proposition 19 and Corollary 20. 
A free algebra over a principal ideal domain is a Sylvester dam 
Let R be a principal ideal domain and S be the set cf atoms of R. Then 
inverting the elements of S gives the field of fractions, K, of R. By Theorem 13, 
R(X)+K(X) is rank-preserving, but K(X) is a semifir so has a rank-preservin 
homomorphism to a skew field, and hence so does R(X). 
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It would be interesting to have a characterization of the commutative rings R for 
which all free R-algebras are Sylvester domains. It can be seen that the class of all 
such rings is contained in the class of all Bezout domains, contains the class of all 
principal ideal domains, and is closed under takir*g direct limits, Bergman observes 
that Theorem 13 appiies to inverting the set S of atoms in any Bezout domain R; 
thus a given Bezout do ain R lies in our class of rings if and only if the same is true 
for the ring K obtain@ from R by inverting the atoms. (To see the “‘only if” part 
of this statement, observe that we are inverting central elements in the free algebras, 
and these can be cleared from denominators in matrices without aflecting the inner 
rank.) For example, for any principal ideal domain 2 with field of fractions Q, the 
set S of atoms of 2 in the ring R = 2 +xG[x] satisfies the conditions of Theorem 
13, and inverting them gives the principal ideal dom2.n K = Qfx], so R is in our 
class of rings. More generally, since these constructions behave well with respect o 
direct limits, the atom eliminating procedure can be repeated indefinitely and we 
may thus associate with any Bezout domain R an atomless Bezout domain K, 
possibly a field, such that free R-algebras are Sylv)ester domains if and only if free 
K-algebras are Sylvester domains. (Notice that K is obtained by inverting certain 
elements of R.) 
(For the analogous problem of determining the co mutative rings R for which 
the free power series R-algebras are Sylvester domains we know only the follow- 
ing: If the free power series R-algebras are Sylvester domains then R is a Bezout 
domain; and in the other direction, if R is a field then free power series R-algebras 
are semifirs so Sylvester domains; and if R is a principal ideal domain then the free 
power series R-algebra in one indeterminate is a Sylvester domain by the Bedoya- 
Lewin Theorem.) 
A far more difficult task is to characterize the semifirs R which have the property 
that every ring R(X) freely generated over R by a set X of R-centralizing 
indeterminates i  a Sylvester domain. It is not even known if this is true for R a frl=e 
algebra (in more than one indeterminate) over a field. A major difficulty here is the 
appearance of non-free projectives, observed by Qjanguren and Sridharan [17]. 
Let us examine their argument in greater detail. Suppose that in some given ring Z% 
(a, b, c, d are non-zerodivisors uch that ab - cd = 1 e Then the exact sequence 
O+SbnSd+Sb@Sd+S+O 
splits and the ideal 
‘8 01 y UIOJJ ws~ydlourouIoy %.+I aAr]3ag,I~ 
UB t#M Ua@? &f %+I B UE?aLU G3M &+f “SpIXJ MaqS JahO S%UfJ X$IlSW 
IIn 30 lanpo.Id 1aa.u~ al!uy e ueau~ a %U!J k~~1~~dz.m~ e Aa l [z 
‘s] ui hpnwu u? pally a~ey pInoM pue [s] slanpoldoa uo 3.10~ ~~ueu12J.1 
'9 u3013 sas!Je ya!yM llnsal %w!mo~103 ayl uo lI!nq ale sluarun%.ra Jn 
l hglnu 
30 MEtI S,.NlSaAI& alE[O!" 1OuUW Sa~!JlE?W paU!OfF OM) 3ql .I%XIC3~M U~EUIOP 
~aisa~p$~ a~r:po~dolpuno3s~sg~ l o~azaqolpaypadss~ lanpold asoymsaqsw 
OMI pIay MayS B 01 %U!U!O;pE 30 lBq1 Sl UO~l~n.IlSUOZ? Jay10 aq,L l U!I?UIOp lalSah[& r! 
u!e%e ST play days I? %u~llru~o%~eu~~ supH.uop .ralsa~~hs 30 lanpoldo3 ayl leyl paiiold 
s! 1~ put? ‘uo~leua~%piw~~ Y@M lanpoJdo3 I? 30 1~~1 ST uof~~~lsuo~ 1s~~ ay,t l su~wuop 
JalsaAllCs 01 ale13J suo!lsnJlsuoa 8uiJ ufEl.raa may awwrsxa aM uo!lDas s!y, UI 
. 
CL11 
ui ua@ aIdwexa ayl s? s!y~, l )tunuou t? n+l% _-(x)-&j-- &v+l) OS ‘0~ k = .ud 
-@ hs ‘play Mays a~~lelntutuo~uou e 2 ‘[i]~ si sp3 sy~ alayM %~ewop Ieapr . 
Ied!w!Jd a~~lwntuuxosuou B paapu! ‘a .ugw~s M l liun e sy v 31 &IO VD- qv WJOJ 
aqlu! passardxa aq UBD ‘l!un hue JO ‘1 ~ql st aay-ali!l%3foJd aq al [x]~ JOJ rapro 
ut Qs!las lsnw 8 lE!yJ uo!l!puoa au0 sny& *3-_,3 as3aiwi (33ar) seq v OS v,3= qd 
‘V = d WJay PUle (,g + ") = S ‘(,q + X) = d iTiQ!JM &UI 3M 8 Jo l!Un e &q %U!lsn@#! ‘a 
u! sliun am s)ara!3 ‘s ‘suo!lenba asay busr~ 
‘sd++ x)(q+ x) “Ib=p ‘23s =(q-;- x)1 
pql yans s ‘r ‘b 'd 
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(26) 
where PA is the co 
projective left RA-module. Since R is flat as r 
commutative diagram 
P’ - 
a 63 
I 
(27) I a’ 
$RC.Zh&er lk--=+ 
A A 
cf. [5, Corollary 2.171. Now Im cy ’ is finitely generated as left -module so lies in 
an R-submodule of Oh R @R, Ker & generated by finitely many elements c 
from the Ker PA. Thus there is an R-linear map 
@R @RA pi -+ @ 
A A 
whose image contains I es of 
I 
,j -.mo 
is projective, cy’ factors ap and we have a commutative 
P 
ere e 
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where CY~U*-~~* = 0 f or each A. Now the procedure that led from (26) to (28) leads 
from (29) to the dual of a diagram of the form (25). Dualizing again will give the 
desired re:.ult. 
For 09:: lrst application we have the following result. 
Theoru I. I 17. Let K be a skew field, (RAIAEI1 be a set of K-rings, and R be their 
coproduct amalgamating K. If each RA is a Sylvester domain then R is a Sylvester 
domain. 
Proof. If suffices to considI:r the case where A is finite, say A = (1, l . . , p}* Let A, B 
be matrices over R such -hat AB = 0. We may apply Lemma 16, and hers all 
finitely fienerated projecti rt RA-modules are free, so there exist factorizations 
A_.4t[ l _ IjJP, B=UII ‘*. OJr 
where each A& = 0 over RA, and U is a square matrix over R, by [5, Corollary 
2.111. Let kit denote the number of columns of AA (or rows of B,). Since each RA 
satisfies (14 k. and ring homomorphisms cannot increase inner rank, p(AA)+ 
p(&) s- *- c t;r R. Hence 
( ’ )fp(B)~Cp(A,.)+Cp(B~)~C nA9 \ 
which 1” c, ,s that R satisfies (IO).* 
A 
Our <:.P result illuminates some of the properties that were considered in 
Section 
Let u, ,l.c a field k. For any positive integers m, r, n let R(m, r, n) denote the 
k-algebra having an m x r matrix X = (xii), and an r x n matrix Y = (y& whose 
product is 0, such that the pair X, Y is Gversal with these properties. That is, R is 
the k-algebra presented on mr + rn generators Xii, yik and mn relations xi.. 1 XJjyjk = 
0. 
mre (with G.M. Bergman). Let m, r, n be positive integers. 
R (m, r, PI ) is a Sylvester domain if and only if r 2 m + n. 
R cm, r, U) has every full matrix regular if an only if r > max(m, n). 
R (m, r, n) has every full matrix left regular if and only if r z n. 
roof. Write R for r, n ). Observe that p(X) = min(m, r) since there are 
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left regular then I > n, and by symmetry if every full matrix ;Y regular then 
I B max(m, n). di 
To obtain the reverse implications we use the methods of [6]. Let S be the 
k-algebra with generators e, f, g, n, y and relations saying that &, A g are mutually 
orthogonal idempotents umming to 1, and exf= X, fig = y, .ry = 0, As k-space, S is 
five-dimensional, and as ring can be viewed as the image, modulo the square of the 
radical, of the ring of 3 x 3 upper triangular matrices over k. The k-subalgebra K of 
S generated by e, f, g is isomorphic to k x k x k, and S is obtar =d by universally 
adjoining to K maps x : Ke + KA y : Kf + Kg, whose composite is specified to be 
zero. 
Let M(k) denote the full ring of (m + r+ n) x (m + r -+ n) matrices over k. There is 
an injective k-algebra homomorphism K + M(k) th 
and g to 
These two partitions are different, and f = 1 - e -g is rlapped to 
i 0 Ir 0 0 . i 
There is a homomorphism from Fd(k)& S to the ring M(R), of all (m + r + n) x 
(m + r + n) matrices over R, that extends the natural map M(k)+ M(R) and sends 
&Y to 
( 0 00, x 0 0 ii  0 01 0 0 \ I 
respectively. It is not difficult to verify directly from the universal properties that 
this is an isomorphism. Alternatively, this can be derived as a special case of the 
very general result [6, Theorem 3.41. 
Now as in [6] we will use the coproduct results to obtain information on M(R), 
and Morita equivalence will then give us information on R. 
Let us sketch the elementary data on S that we will be using. The 
generated indecomposable projective left S-mo re9 UP to isomorphism? se, 
Sf, Sg, The nonzero Horns sets b~tw~~~ these are eSe = ke, eSf = kx, fSf =EI kf, 
fSg = ky, gSg = kg, all of which are one-ulmensional over k. Observe that 
is exact. Now let 
-modules, and c 
* 
G ,nomorphism of finitely generated pro 
9 
i=l j=l 
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into indecomposables. The map u-‘pv : @ Pi + @Q may be viewed as a b x c 
matrix whose (i, j)th entry, pij, lies in Homs(Pi, Qj)a From our description of the 
Horns sets for Se, Sf, Sg we see that if some column has two nonzero entries, say 
pij, pi#j, then these both lie in ke or kx u kf or ky u kg, SO one factors over the other. 
Say there exists y E Homs(Pit, Pi) such that y@ij = fii*fi The automorphism 
i 0 (’ ) -7 Pi@ 
of Pi@I’ia induces a row operation on CC*&, namely subtracting the composite of y 
with the ith row from the i’th row, that converts pipj to 0. Since similar stritemen’s 
hold with “row” and “column” interchanged, we can transform u -‘flu by 
automorphisms of @Pi, BQj until no row or column has two nonzero entries. By 
interchanging the Pi or tti,e Qj we may further assume that the nonzero entries are 
arranged -along the dial o lal. In particular if P’ :P :,,I are homomorp 
finitely generated projr ctive left S-modules such that Crp = 0 then they can be 
extended to a commutarive diagram 
P’ 
a 
4 
B 
+ P" 
I ii T 
P&(Sef - P&(Sf)” 0 P, -(sg)“oP, 
where a is an integer and the maps in the bottom row are the obvious ones 
composing to zero. 
Any homomorphisms P’ ZP h” of finitely generated projective left M(k)- 
modules such that cu@ = 0 can be extended to a commutative diagram 
P() - PO0 P, I -6 
where the maps in the bottom row are clear. 
Thus by Lemma 16 any homomorphisms P’ GP z P” of finitely generated pro- 
jective left M(R)-mod.ules such that cup = 0 can be extended to a commutative 
diagram 
P’ - 
a 
’ P 
B 
* P" 
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Now by Morita equivalence this says that any homomorphisms P' GP b" of 
finitely generated projccriire left R-modules such that a/3 = 0 can be extended to a 
commutative diagram 
where the maps in the bottom row are clear, a some integer. Now observe that 
K + S induces a bijection or1 finitely gene-ated projectives over the respective 
rings, and hence the same is true of M(k) + A4(R 1 by [S, Corollary 2.1 I]. This 
implies that R is projective-free. So we have proved that for any matrices A, B 
over R if AB = 0 then there exist factorizations 
A==A 
where U is a square matrix. If there are u occurrences of X, Y then 
P(A)~PUo)+aP(X), P(RF ap(Y)+p(&). 
Now if r*m+n then 
p(A)+ P(BH PUo)+ ar + Pm 
and (10) is satisfied. Thus R(m, r, n) is a Sylvester domain if and only if r 2 m -t n. 
The other results follow similarly. 
A more careful analysis shows that R(m, r, n) has left and right global dimension 
2 and is left and right coherent. We do not know if all the flat modules are directed 
unions of free submodules, except in the cases where they are spatial by Theorem 
5. 
Notice that the ring R(2,3,2) has all the good module Lheoretic properties that 
could be desired; since every full matrix is re as modules are all spatial, 
and it is known that the left and ri is; 2. And yet R(2,3,2) is 
not a Sylvester domain. 
,3,2)ev lar but not necessary 
right regular, which shows further th of Theorem 5 are not 
left-right symmetric. 
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without proper zero&visors. Among these the 2-Sylvester domains are charac- 
terized by the property that the intersection of any two principal right (or left) ideals 
is locally-cyclic, that is, the directed union of the principal right (left) ideals it 
contains. An integrally closed integral domain with this “Riesz interpolation pro- 
perty” is called a Schreier ring, cf. 14, pp. 73, 1503. 
For any positive integer r the class of r-Sylvester domains is contained in the class 
of (r + 1).Sylvester domains, and these classes are not equal since, by the proof of 
Theorem 18, R (m, r + 1, n) is always an r-Sylvester domain, but is not an (r + 1). 
Sylvester domain if m + n > r + 1. 
7. Open problems 
1. Over a Sylvester dor lain is every (countably-generated) projective module 
free? 
2. Is every local integr; 1 domain that has weak global dimension 2 a Sylvester 
domain? More generally, is every projective-free integral domain that has weak 
global dimension 2 a Sylvester domain? 
3. Let g be a Bezout don ain. Is every free B-aigebra a Sylvester domain? Is this 
even true for & a valuation ring? Is every free power series B-algebra a Sylvester 
domain? Is this even true for a principal ideal domain? Or a valuation ring? What is 
the weak global dimension of a free pot zr series B-algebra? 
4. (Bergman, after Lewin) L$et k be a field. Is the tensor product over k of two 
free k-algebras a Sylvester domain? More generally, if in a free k-algebra, k(X), 
relations are imposed saying ihat certain pairs of elements of X commute but these 
pairs are chosen so that no three elements of X commute pairwise then the 
resulting ring is known to have left and right global dimension at most 2. Is it a 
Sylvester domain? 
elated results of G. ergman 
In Section 2 it was observed that for a ring to satisfy Sylvester’s law of nullity, its 
finitely generated projective modules have to be free. This appendix presents a 
weaker law of nullity that applies to a wider class of rings, whose finitely generated 
projectives are not quite so restricted. The theory, propounded by G.M. 
in a 1971 letter to P.M. Cohn, applies for example to the class of (left or right) 
semihereditary rings, and gives information about homomorphisms to skew fields in 
erms of the finitely generated projective modules. 
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language. For example what here is the rather simple “law of nullity” was in 
Bergman% notation a rather complicated matroid like con 
Let R be a ring. The set of isomorphism classes, [PJ, of finitely generated 
projective left R-modules, P, is a commutative semigroup, S&R), under * the 
operation [PI+ [Q] = [PGQ]. By a projective rank function p on R we mean a 
homomorphism p: S&R-)+ N of semigroups-with-distinguished-element, where N 
denotes the additive semigroup of non-negative integers. Thus p is a semigroup 
homomorphism such that p([R]) = 1; this is a retraction of the canonical 
homomorphism N + S&R) of semigroups-with-distinguished-element. The exis- 
tence of a projective rank function on a ring already restricts the ring to some 
extent; for example it implies that it has IBM, and is not a proper matrix ring. 
Recall that every finitely generated projective left R *#nodule is the homomorphic 
image of an idempotent matrix (viewed as an endomorphism of a finitely generated 
free left R-module) and that the image of every ide potent matrix is a finitely 
generated projective left R-module. Further two iden potent matrices E, F (not 
necessarily of the same order) have isomorphic images if and only if there are 
factorizations E = AB, F = BA. (By replacing A with ABA and B with BAB we 
may always assume EAF = A, FBE = B.) In this event let us say that E and F are 
isomorphic. 
There is a natural bijective correspondence between projective rank functions on 
R and functions r’that assign to each matrix A over R a non-negative integer rA, 
called the r-rank of A, such that the following hold: 
(30) . If E, F are isomorphic idempotent matrices then rE = rF. 
(31) Xf E, F are idempotent matrices then r(t E) = rE + rF. 
(32) r(l)= 1. 
(3% For any matrix A, rA = min{rE 1 A = BEC, E idem 
In fact from the connection between finitely generated projective left modules and 
idempotent matrices, it is clear that (30)-(32) are precisely the conditions for r to 
determine a projective rank function. Thus we must show that (33) does not impose 
any further conditions on the value of r on idempotent matrices. Although this is 
obvious in terms of projective modules, let us verify it in terms of matrices. Suppose 
that F is an idempotent matri idempotent. Wit 
of generality FBE = B, and E = SC, E - CB is idempotent an 
E=(C E-CB)(E 
is isomorphic to 
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So by (30) and (31), rE 2 rd;. Wence for ide 
consequence of (30), (31) so (33) extends r from t 
the set of all matrices. For this reason, let 
.For example, a projective-free ring has a u 
the corresponding inner projective rank functi 
that conversely, Ef the inner rank is an inner projective rank function then the ring 
must be projective-free. This will follow immediately from the following result, 
shown to us by J. Lewin. 
e inner rank of an idempotent matrix is the minimum 
number of generators of the mage. 
Let E be an idempf t :nt matrix. For any factorization E = AB, BAIL4 is an 
idempotent matrrx isomor chic to E. If the number of columns of A is chosen as 
small as possible then this s the inner rank of E, and is also the smallest order of an 
idempotent ~matrix isomorphic to E, that is, the minimum number of generators of 
the image of E. 
Over a rumzero ring R, inner rank is an inner projectiw rank function if 
and only if R is projective-f: e?e. 
. We have seen one direction of this. To see the other direction suppose that 
the inner rank is an inner projective rank function. Then by Proposition 19 
“minimum number of generators” is additive on finitely generated projecttves. In 
particular R” has minimum number of generators n, and if P is projectilde with 
minimum number of generators n then R” = P@ Q where 0 has minimum number 
of generators 0, so P = R” for a unique n, and R is projective-free. 
This says that inner projective rank functions would generalize inner rank, if we 
ad only defined inner rank on projective-free rings. 
CA related result, not difficult to sho t a ring is projective-free if and only 
if it is nonzero and every full idempotent an identity matrix.) 
‘r e .U 
for some invertible square matrix 
WZ, ZW =z: I” and take 
U=(EX 
Cf. [8, Proposition 0.2.6].) Thus projective-free weakly semihereditary ri
(l-3) and so are precisely the semifirs. And indeed we semihered~tary 
to be the analogue for the law of nullity of what sem were for Sylves 
nullity. 
osi If t is an inner projectbe wnk f~~~t~o~~ on a wea 
ring then r x&es the hw of nullity. 
matrix F such that 
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. We need the following: 
(33 For any matrices 
, cw For any matrices A, B, C which all have the same number of rows, if 
r(A B)= r(A C)= rA then r(A B C)= rA. 
The proofs of these are exactly as for (ll), (12) and will be omitted. 
The conditions (l)-(4) for P to be a prime matrix ideal are readily verified using 
(39, (36), and the “transposr “’ of (36). 
For any m x n matrix A ovc r R, if 4 is the greatest integer such that A has a q X q 
r-full submatrix then every f + 1 x 4 + 1 submatrix has r-rank at most 4. So by 
induction and (36), every 9 - 1 x n submatrix has r-rank at most 4. Now by sym- 
metry we can add rows and ind that every m x n submatrix has r-rank at most 4, 
that is, rA = q. In other wo’ ds, if rA = q then every 4 + 1 x 4 + 1 submatrix is not 
r-flu!!, and some q x q submatrix is r-fuii. Kence over Rp/B every 4 + 1x9 + 1 
submatrix of A is Gngular, and some 4 x 4 submatrix is nonsingulsr. This shows 
that R + RpIP is rank-preserving. In particular, the kernel of R + RJP consists of 
all 1 x 1 matrices of r-rank 0, ant’ by (33) this is the ideal generated by the entries of 
the idempotent matrices E WI :h A!? = 0. 
No-w Rp is local, so projective-free, so Rp -) RpIP preserves the unique pro- 
jective rank functions. Kence also R + Rp preserves projective rank functions. In 
particular R + RI> cannot increase the inner projective rank of any matrix, so every 
element of P, being non r-full, is mapped to a non-full matrix in Rp. Now by 
Proposition 4, RP is a skew field; it is then obvious that P is a minimal prime matrix 
ideal, which completes the proof. 
The following is immediate from Proposition 21 and Theorem 22. 
Let K be a weakly semihereditary ring. Then there are bijective cor- 
s a retraction to N - (0). 
projective rank function p on 
weakly semihereditary ring has a unique minimal pri 
fieIds is that the ring has a “universal” map to a sk 
e(R)-, N and ring homomorphisms from 
this would take us rather far afield so we decided, with rc:gret, not to include it. 
Let R be a commutative ring an an R-algebra-wit 
with A a homomorphism to an 
universal with this property. lso associated with 
(Jacobson) radical R-algebra-without- 
be seen by considering the variety of rings-withou 
Theorem I] it was sh 
square matrix over A 
universal 
become invertible in 
In this situation w 
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the upper path is rank-preserving by Theorem 13 and the result just quoted from 
[I 11. Hence the first arrow in the lower path is rank-preserving, which proves the 
first part of the statementof tie theorem. To see the second part, apply Proposition 
4 with R and S of that propo &ion being R(X), and with T being R((X)). Trivially 
(14) holds, we have just veri Aeld (16), and (15) is immediate from the fact that a 
square matrix over R(X) is iv -5 ’ rf and only if the cieterminant of its constant erm is 
a unit in R. 
ewe 5. For a principc .’ideal domain R and set X, the free radical R-algebra- 
without-l on X is XR”‘((X)j. In particular, the free radical ring- without- 1 on X is 
xz’“y(x)). 
. By universal propertit;, the free radical R-algebra-without- 1 is o (XR(X)) 
since XR(X) is the free R-Agebra-without-l on X. The remarks preceding 
Theorem 24 together with Theorem 24 itself now show that XRrat((X)) is the free 
radical R-algebra-without- 1on X. 
Theorem 25 was know a field, [9]. It should be noted that [9, Theorem 51 
es that for any integral domain R the free radical R-algebra-without-l on X is 
contained in R{(X)), but the argument given is not valid. The error does not affect 
any results other than [9, Theorem 51. 
min, New York, 1968). 
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